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Holloway to be Class of 2020’s valedictorian
By Theo Dean

Perspectives Editor
 Senior Kassadi Holloway 
had a surprise birthday gift this 
year. On her 18th birthday, she 
received a call from principal 
Matthew Hart, who let her 
know that she was the Class 
of 2020’s valedictorian. “I 
was super happy and a bit 
surprised! It was definitely a 

great birthday gift!” she said. 
 Holloway excels in the 
classroom. She will attend UC 
San Diego to study marine 
biology, she finished high 
school with a GPA of 4.58 and 
she earned an IB diploma. “I 
really do love to learn new 
things. That’s a big reason 
why I took the IB diploma. I 
love the outlook it gives on 
knowledge,” Holloway said. 

 Two of Holloway’s favorite 
classes fell outside of the IB 
program, however. One was 
biotech, which she loved 
because of “all the crazy labs 
and the freedom we got.” 
She also enjoyed ceramics 
because she enjoyed “creating 
whatever (she) wanted,” even 
though her in-person ceramics 
class was cut short due to 
school dismissal this year. 
 Her experience at Granada, 
however, has involved far more 
than schoolwork. As a senior, 
she was involved in pre-skit. 
“It was great planning out our 
section and seeing everything 
come together. It was tiring. 
Waking up at 4 a.m. does that 
to you, but I wouldn’t change a 
thing about it,” Holloway said. 
 Holloway was a member 
of the cross country and track 
teams and considers her time 
on those teams to be “some 
of the best parts of (her) 
Granada experience.” Running 
has introduced Holloway to 
friends she says she “never 
would have met otherwise, 
but I’m so glad I did.” 
 Holloway considers winning 

her final cross country race 
at the EBAL meet during her 
senior season to be one of her 
greatest achievements. She 
plans to continue running 
in college, likely by joining 
the club team at UCSD. 
 The Mattern brothers, 
who served simultaneously 
as Holloway’s teachers and 
running coaches, are among 
those who made an impact on 
her. She was also influenced by 
her IB History of the Americas 
teacher, Sommer Newkirk, 
who Holloway said “put so 
much work into making out-
of-the-box lessons and being 
one of our class advisors.” 
 To achieve what Holloway 
has achieved requires dedication. 
Speaking of her internal 
motivation, she said, “Why do 
something if you’re not going 
to try your best?” Additionally, 
she’s motivated by the people 
around her. “Everyone in my 
family and this school works so 
hard, so it’s easy to be motivated 
to do your best as well,” she said. 
 Newkirk also noticed these 
qualities in Holloway. “She puts 
forth 110% in everything she 

involves herself (with). I think 
most importantly, she has a kind 
heart and acts with integrity and 
principle. Over the past two 
years she has brightened my 
classroom every day, inspires 
me to be a better teacher and 
has made such an impression 
on my heart,” Newkirk said, 
adding that Holloway has been 
a “reflective learner” and a “risk 
taker” while in her IB class. 
 Although Holloway said 
that “it’s strange having to 
pre-record (her valedictorian 
speech) instead of deliver(ing) 
it live,” she’s grateful to be able 
to keep some parts of graduation 
alive and has been working hard 
on the speech with hopes that 
her fellow seniors will love it. 
 Although she was incredibly 
hard-working and accomplished 
in class during her four years 
at Granada, Holloway was also 
involved with the Granada 
community in a variety of other 
ways, and she remains grateful 
for the teachers and friends that 
impacted her along the way. 
There is clearly much more to 
Holloway than just being the 
Class of 2020’s valedictorian. 

Spirit prevails despite school closure, social distancing
By Faiz Mohammed

Staff Writer
 In an amazing effort to keep 
school spirit alive during the 
shelter-in-place directive of 
Governor Newsom, teachers 
and leadership students have 
been staying engaged with the 
Granada community virtually. 
 During the last week of 
March, GHS Leadership 
coordinated a virtual spirit 
week. Since school was 
cancelled for the remainder of 
the academic year and everyone 
has been sheltering-in-place at 
home, Leadership decided on 
the theme “What We Miss,” 
which Leadership teacher 
Tiffany Gatehouse announced 
in a video promoting Matador 
spirit. The Leadership team 
kicked off the virtual spirit 
week with some words of 
encouragement: “Remember, we 
are all in this together and will 

come out stronger than ever!” 
 Each day of the week 
featured a different topic — 
students were encouraged to 
post pictures of their favorite 
teachers, extracurricular 
activities, friends, outdoor 
places and Granada memories on 
their social media pages with the 
hashtag “#WhatWeMissGHS.” 
Students also tagged 
@HouseOfMatadors as well as 
their class accounts to share their 
shoutouts and stay connected 
with the Granada community.  
 Granada staff has also 
been frequently connecting 
with students through weekly 
messages to students and their 
families. Put together by Keith 
Pickering-Walters and posted 
on GHS Studio Broadcast 
Productions’ YouTube channel, 
each staff message is a video 
composed of short clips from 
staff who have been sharing 
their well-wishes and pastime 

activities with the Granada 
community. During the month of 
April, staff even posted special 
music, game and pet editions. 
 For the Week 8 Staff 
Message in the beginning of 
May, staff and administration 
worked together to spell out an 
uplifting message to students: 
“Hey Matadors! Remember 
to take care of yourselves and 
each other! We miss seeing 
your smiling, spirited faces on 
campus. Always show your 
Granada PRIDE in all that you 
do. Stay safe, stay positive, 
and of course, stay classy!” 
 Showing off their enduring 
school spirit, the message was 
creatively made up of individual 
pictures of staff members and 
administrators, each holding 
up a decorated poster with 
word(s) in the message. GHS 
Studio Broadcast Productions 
then created and posted a 
YouTube video featuring the 

special staff message and 
some upbeat background 
music to go along with it.
 Through social media 
activities and uplifting weekly 

Photo by Kimberly Holloway

Senior Kassadi Holloway, a stellar student, athlete and individual, is 
the Class of 2020’s valedictorian.

messages from staff, the effort 
to maintain a sense of Matador 
spirit has been a great way to stay 
positive and in touch with our 
awesome Granada community.

Granada staff put together an uplifting message to Granada students 
and families during the eighth week of school closure.

Follow us on Twitter! 
@pomegranateghs
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By Ashton Carter
Staff Writer

 As California’s shelter-
in-place continues without 
a foreseeable end, Governor 
Gavin Newsom has taken on 
the responsibility of ensuring 
the safety of Californians. 
Newsom has held daily press 
conferences at 12 p.m. PST 
during the work week to 
provide updates as to lay out a 
roadmap for California’s future.
 Alongside Newsom, Dr. 
Sonia Angell has provided  
insight from a medical 
standpoint. As of April 28, 
they were able to share a four-
phase plan that describes 
reopening California.
	 Phase	 1	 is	 the	 first	 stage	
of California’s stay-at-home 
order. Only businesses that are 
deemed essential remain open. 
And while people are out, 
face coverings are compulsory 
and social distancing is to be 
maintained. As the number 
of deaths and hospitalizations 
start to stabilize, counties 

will begin to enter phase 2.
 Phase 2, which recently came 
into	 affect	 in	 Alameda	 county,	
allows for further consumerism. 
Non-essential businesses and 
restaurants are allowed to 
reopen with restrictions such 
as	 limited	 staff	 and	 mandatory	
curbside pickup. Dining areas 
in restaurants and malls will 
not be available at this time.
 Also, face coverings and 
social distancing will still 
apply. This will include the 
manufacturing of cars, clothes 
and toys, states Newsom. As of 
May 8, Newsom allowed some 
of California to enter phase 2 
at the discretion of each county 
as long as they can attest to 
being in a stabilized status.
 Even though Newsom is 
permitting phase 2, Alameda 
County is currently holding 
their shelter-in-place order 
that is extended through May.
 Unfortunately, Newsom 
stated that the likelihood of 
entering phase 3 is months 
away. This would be opening up 
higher-risk workplaces. In this 

realm are hair and nail salons, 
gyms, religious establishments 
and small theaters. These are 
environments where social 
distancing	 is	 difficult	 to	 do	
successfully and the spread of 
COVID-19 could easily occur.
	 Phase	 4,	 the	 final	 phase,	
would be lifting stay-at-home 
orders, which is even further 
away and it is unknown when this 
might occur. This phase would 
be returning to normal routine 
and would allow for concerts, 
conventions, sporting events 
and other large gatherings. As 
far as it is known, there must 
be some form of herd-immunity 
or	 an	 effective	 vaccine	 that	 is	
accessible to enter phase 4.
 I full-heartedly support 
Newsom and believe he is 
doing all in his power to 
keep Californians healthy. I 
appreciate how he has set a map 
that can give the public some 
form of a time-frame and he is 
only willing to move forward 
if we make progress as a state.
 At this point, California 
cannot	 afford	 to	 blatantly	

disregard	 rules	 from	 specific	
groups of people. Haircuts 
and social gatherings can and 
should wait until it is safe to 
do so. I believe in Newsom 
and his orders as long as we 
have mass-cooperation in 
hopes of returning to some 
form of normalcy in the future.
 Other than the four phase 
roadmap, there are other goals 
set in place so that California can 
progress further. This includes 
administering about 25,000 

mercurynews.com

more tests daily with more 
testing sites. California is also 
in need of more contact tracers 
to help locate the source of any 
outbreak to eliminate the spread. 
 Newsom and Angell have 
expressed limited success in 
reaching these goals and hope for 
improvement. With no known 
end in sight, California is on a 
path to safety under Newsom’s 
directives. Newsom will reassess 
Califonia’s shelter-in-place 
order at the end of the month.

By Sophia Demma
Staff Writer

 There are many jobs being 
lost during the shutdown, and 
one of the most controversial, 
yet essential, jobs are gardeners. 
The government has stated 
that gardeners are not essential 
workers, and yet city gardeners 
continue to work at our parks and 
throughout our neighborhoods.
 Unlike most essential jobs, 
gardeners are already socially 
distancing. They are not in a 
confined	 environment	 working	
closely to each other where 
the virus could spread. Some 
gardeners	 cannot	 afford	 to	 lose	
their jobs during this time and 
have continued to work for 

city residents and city sites.
 A lot of homeowners’ 
front lawns have been looking 
unkempt during this shutdown, 
but some places around town 
still look like they have freshly 
cut grass. Evidently, some city 
attractions such as parks are still 
getting attention from the city.
 During this lockdown, 
there have been cases of people 
calling the authorities on 
gardeners for working when 
they shouldn’t be, because 
they are breaking Governor 
Newsom’s stay at home order. 
 Gardeners are not the only 
ones who should continue to 
work. All businesses should be 
open, but they must be careful 
about how many people they let 

in, they must clean and disinfect 
regularly and all employees must 
wear face masks. Although a lot 
of businesses are closed, there 
are many who have chosen to 

Matador on the Street: Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
By Pomegranate Staff

Ryann Lubeck, 
Senior
“Traveling the world and 
working as an engineer 
with a small side business 
in a small town in the UK 
where I can listen to all 
the wonderful accents.”

Hardit Singh, 
Senior
“At my computer, still 
waiting for Internet 
Explorer to open.”

Calvin Fletcher, 
Senior
“In 10 years, I see myself 
as a mechanical engineer  
with an amazing wife 
or girlfriend, hopefully 
living in either the Bay 
Area or Hawai’i.”

Caitlin Wiesner, 
Senior
“Discovering new 
medical advancements 
and probably owning 10 
pets. ”

Aaron Martinez, 
Senior
“I would love to live 
somewhere in Northern 
California so that I get 
to see more snow, since I 
prefer cooler weather.”

turfmagazine.com

open against regulations, such 
as a hair salon in Vacaville 
that is still open to customers.
 If companies decide to keep 
their stores open, there is a $1,000 

fine	 they	 will	 have	 to	 pay	 for	
disobeying the shutdown rules. 
Some wouldn’t mind paying the 
fee because they will not be losing 
as much money as they would 
if	 they	 filed	 for	 unemployment.
 People losing their jobs 
is not a solution to help stop 
the spread of the COVID-19 
virus. Many citizens cannot 
live	 off	 their	 savings	 for	 the	
rest of this shutdown, and they 
want to go back to work, and 
continue working to provide for 
themselves and their families.
 Everyone knows this is a 
difficult	 time	 we	 are	 living	 in,	
and to make things worse, the 
government is telling us we can’t 
work because we need to slow 
the spread of the coronavirus. 

Newsom’s approach for pandemic

Controversy sparks over essential workers 
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By Sophia Demma

Staff Writer
 Now that everyone has a lot of 
time on their hands, we tend to get 
bored easily and many of us are 
unmotivated. Being unproductive 
can really affect how we feel at the 
end of the day — lazy, really lazy. 
 If you are bored and haven’t 
done so already, you should 
disinfect areas such as door 
handles and lightswitches, and 
other frequently touched surfaces. 
Also, vacuuming or dusting 
is a good way to spend time.
 If you are tired of being 

on electronic devices all day, 
try reading a book, coloring, 
organizing or decluttering. These 
activities are time consuming and 
can make the day go by faster.
 If you don’t feel like cleaning 
or decluttering, doing an at-home 
workout is another option that 
can make you feel much better. 
Even a five-minute workout can 
change your mood and make 
you feel much more motivated.
 As you know, we are stuck 
inside of the house because 
of a pandemic. Listening to 
the briefings is a good idea to 
make sure you know when this 

shutdown will be over and when 
restrictions will start to ease.
 Finding new things to do is 
a difficult task during this time 
because we cannot go outside 
and explore new interests. 
Instead, go back to an old hobby, 
such as sewing or painting.
 Another way of making 
yourself feel better on the inside 
is eating right. Try incorporating 
water infused with fruits, 
vegetables and other nutritious 
items into your diet. Doing this 
should make you feel more 
energized and more productive.
 A lot of people have already 

been doing this activity during 
this shutdown, but watching TV 
shows or movies is a good way 
to spend your time. You can also 
start a new show or rewatch an old 

one. One idea is to binge watch 
old shows from the early 2000s.
 Sheltering-in-place may be 
boring, but there are many things 
you can do to stay busy and active. 

By Faiz Mohammed

Staff Writer
 The spread of the coronavirus 
has affected nearly all aspects 
of normal life in some way, and 
higher education is no exception. 
Impacting many factors involved 
in the transition into college life, 
the pandemic has undoubtedly 
raised confusion and uncertainty 
among students and their families. 
Notably, this is the time of year 
when high school seniors are 
diving into the process of making 
crucial college plans for classes, 
transportation and housing. 
 Normally, colleges host 
Accepted or Admitted Student 
Days, where students can 
experience campus life, interact 

with students and meet faculty. 
Campus visits and admitted 
student events play a huge role 
in helping students make their 
final decision and to become 
well-acquainted with the campus 
layout of their prospective college.
 However, that is no longer 
possible. The pandemic has forced 
colleges everywhere to cancel 
countless on-campus programs, 
activities and tours for admitted 
students that were initially 
scheduled for March and April. 
 Colleges have lost the 
opportunity to actively engage with 
their incoming students through 
these on-campus experiences. 
The pandemic has effectively 
removed a valuable part of a 
student’s transition into college.

 Many institutions, however, 
are offering online resources 
to help admitted students 
transition into college as 
smoothly as possible. Among 
the most effective ways are 
recorded webinars featuring 
students, staff and faculty 
sharing valuable tips and advice. 
Many colleges also have virtual 
tours showcasing classrooms, 
dorms and other facilities 
such as gyms and cafeterias. 
 For the most part, college 
decisions have been made by 
now, and with all the talk about 
reopening in stages, it may 
seem more and more likely that 
universities will be ready for on-
campus instruction by fall. Still, 
there is a great deal of uncertainty 

around what college might look 
like for incoming freshmen and 
returning students once the fall 
quarter or semester rolls around. 
 Whether classes will be 
held remotely, in-person or in 
a combination of the two is a 
big question for which most 
institutions have no definitive 
answer. This uncertainty has  
raised reasonable concerns for 
many students, possibly making 
a local community college, 
such as Las Positas, a more 
comfortable and viable option. 
To ease families’ anxieties, 
most colleges have stated that 
they will provide their fall 2020 
reopening plans by mid-June. 
 One way to err on the side 
of caution would be a “hybrid” 
instruction plan; this would mean 
cutting down on class sizes and 
implementing a new schedule 
system where some students 
are in online lectures or other 
remote learning measures while 
others are attending in-person 
classes, but more spread out. 
Something similar to this might 
help limit the amount of students 
who are close in proximity 
to each other at a given time. 
 In early May, UC Berkeley 
and UC San Diego released 
their own plans for the new 
academic year. With the goal of 
envisioning what their fall term 
could look like, Berkeley has 
assigned specialized committees 
to develop plans for each of the 
three different scenarios that 

could take place: full remote 
instruction, in-person operations 
with limits or operations that 
have mostly returned to normal. 
 Meanwhile, UC San Diego 
introduced its Return to Learn 
program for routinely testing 
students, staff and faculty for the 
virus on the campus, so that it is 
better positioned for in-person 
activities when fall classes begin 
in September. “We expect these 
efforts to help put us in the best 
possible position to minimize virus 
outbreaks and implement new 
interventions as needed, should 
we resume in-person activities 
this fall,” said UC San Diego 
Chancellor Pradeep K. Khosla.
 Though these are reassuring 
updates, they are not universal; 
every college will tackle the 
situation differently. For a student 
to feel absolutely comfortable 
about physically attending a 
college that is a considerable 
distance from home (especially 
out-of-state), there need to be 
clear-cut guidelines for how 
the college will ensure student-
safety while providing a quality 
education and experience.
 Amid school closure and 
lockdowns of so many areas of 
society, COVID-19 has made 
many students wonder how their 
college experience might be 
affected. Many questions remain 
for prospective college students, 
and in this spring of uncertainty, 
many of those questions can 
only be answered with time.

College-bound seniors face uncertainty this fall

Tips, tricks to deal with boredom during coronavirus

Matador on the Street: Where do you see yourself in 10 years?

Jordan Bets, 
Senior
“In ten years I see myself 
being done with college 
and still in the Air Force 
reserves while living in 
LA or San Diego.” 

Miranda Lowe-Webb, 
Senior
“These past couple months 
have proved that ... nothing 
is certain, but ideally, I 
would be studying ocean 
life and ecosystems.”

Amanda Hoffman, 
Senior
“I probably see myself 
being a teacher or 
working for a non-profit 
organization!”

Jesse Watson,
Senior
“In ten years I see myself 
living in SoCal, writing 
for an online newspaper 
and traveling the world 
with my wife.”

Jasmine Tai,
Senior
“I see myself graduating 
from med school and 
doing residency training 
to eventually become a 
doctor in the ER.”
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June Music Review
It Was Divine by Alina Baraz

Staff’s Choice: Quick Picks

-Theo Dean
Perspectives Editor

-Rebecca Bauman
Editor-in-Chief

-Vivien Wenneker
Features Editor

Born to Run
Book

A House in the Sky
Memoir

The Big Sleep
Novel

Perhaps the most notorious of all 
LA noir fiction, The Big Sleep 
(1939) by Raymond Chandler 
follows Phillip Marlowe, a 
detective investigating a black- 
mail case involving the Sternwood 
family. Suffice it to say Marlowe 
ends up getting more than he 
bargained for when what seems 
at first to be a straightforward 
blackmail mystery quickly 
turns to a hard boiled multi-
murder extravaganza.

A House in the Sky is told from 
the point of view of Amanda 
Lindhout, a cocktail waitress 
whose obsession with National 
Geographic led her to travel. 
After backpacking through Latin 
America, South Asia, the Middle 
East and Africa, growing hostility 
towards Westerners resulted in her 
captivity in Somalia. Her story is 
grim, but her incredible strength 
makes for an immersive novel 
that is impossible to put down.

By Rebacca Bauman
Editor-in-Chief

 Although Alina Baraz’ 
gospel choir roots are 
demonstrated in her debut studio 
album It Was Divine, her ability 
to integrate electrical tones with 
raw, soulful vocals makes the 
album truly unique. In 16 songs, 
the 26-year-old Ukranian singer 
has distinguished herself among 
other contemporary R&B artists. 
 The first song of the album 
stands in stark contrast to her 
2018 EP The Color of You. 
Whereas the bulk of The Color 
of You expresses an angry tone, 
highlighting the pain caused 
by a deceitful boyfriend, “My 
Whole Life” is soft and sweet. 
Throughout the song, it is evident 
that she has recovered from her 
heartbreak and has found the 
love that she had longed for. 
 She appears lovestruck 
throughout the first half of the 
album, moving from lustful 
infatuation in “Morocco” (feat. 
6LACK) to a sappy declaration 
of love in “Endlessly.” The 
slightly electronic ending of 
“Endlessly” nicely transitions 
to “Gimme the Wheel” (feat. 
Smino), the best song on the 
album. Her catchy chorus 
leads into Smino’s addictive 
bridge, which complements 
the song’s smooth tempo with 
a deeper, more playful tone.
 “Off the Grid” (feat. Khalid) 
and “More Than Enough” seem 
to blend together; they both 
feature similar slow cadences 
with a tender emphasis on their 
natural connection. However, the 
tone quickly changes in the ninth 

song, as “To Me” reveals doubts 
that they’re right for one another 
in a remorseful confession.
 The beautiful “Memo Blue” 
features a slow, sad piano solo 
that underscores the distance 
between them as she mourns 
their relationship. Her grief melts 
to anger in “Who Got Me” and 
“Be Good,” as she recognizes 
that in the end, she’s the only 
one who will be there for herself. 
 At the end of the album, 
“Until I Met You” (feat. Nas) 
and “The Beginning” pair 
edgier notes with surprisingly 
wistful lyrics as she moves past 
heartbreak and finally recognizes 

the toll of their relationship.
 The album’s only downfall 
was its April 24 release date. 
The album seems too somber for 
late spring, when more lively, 
upbeat tracks are typically 
released. It seems as though It 
Was Divine would have been 
much more successful among 
the softer winter albums.
 Baraz’ raw, emotional 
lyrics pair beautifully with her 
haunting, yet sweet inflection. 
Although her past works have 
hidden her talent behind overly-
edited dance music, this album 
draws on her new confidence 
and showcases her unique voice.

June Movie Review
The Marvel Cinematic Universe Series directed by Joss Whedon

By Ryan Bartl
Staff Writer

 The Marvel Cinematic 
Universe (MCU) is possibly the 
largest interconnected film series 
of all time. With 23 movies in 
the series to date, and more 
scheduled to be released as early 
as this year, the MCU has thrilled 
superhero fans for over a decade.
 The first MCU movie hit 
the screens in May 2008, when 
Robert Downey, Jr., starred as a 
genius inventor turned superhero 
Tony Stark in the first Iron Man.
 Initially, many were 
concerned that the film 
would flop. At the time, the 
superhero genre in Hollywood 
was at a major dead end, as 
no film could capture what 
audiences really wanted from 
their heroes: relatability. 
Iron Man changed all of that.
 Rather than portray the 
main hero as some larger-than-
life demigod, which was the 
approach taken in the Superman 
films, director Jon Favreau 
allowed Downey to use his 
own personality to construct 
his character. The result was 
the lovable, sarcastic and 
heroic Tony Stark that we know 
today, and audiences loved it. 
 Once the proverbial 
glass ceiling was shattered, 
the MCU took off. With the 
introduction of more famous 
characters like Captain America, 
The Hulk, Thor, Hawkeye 

and Black Widow, Marvel’s 
revenue came pouring in 
and fans grew exponentially. 
 There are a lot of elements 
that have led to the MCU’s 
success. One of the biggest  
is casting. Every actor who 
is cast in an MCU role fully 
commits to bringing the best 
out of their characters, which 
creates a really strong bond with 
audiences. Along with Downey, 
actors like Chris Evans, 
Chris Hemsworth, Scarlett 
Johansson and Tom Holland 
have become synonymous 
with their hero counterparts. 
 It can be difficult to immerse 
all kinds of audiences with more 
minor characters, like Ant-Man 
or The Guardians of the Galaxy. 
However, both of those movies 
were big box office hits due to the 
actors convincing performances. 
Paul Rudd, who plays Ant-Man, 
and Chris Pratt, who plays Peter 
Quill, both were excellent in 
making their characters funny 
and likeable, which resulted 
in positive audience reviews.
 Most of what the MCU has 
put out has been fun to watch.
There are always changes 
coming to the Marvel timeline, 
and almost every movie features 
a twist that threatens the fate 
of the beloved heroes. If you 
are looking for movies to 
binge watch, or are wondering 
what good movies are in store 
for the future, looking to the 
MCU is always a great idea.

Stories about incredible, nearly 
barefoot runners in a hidden 
Mexican tribe, epic hundred-mile 
ultramarathons and a race that 
the author names “the greatest 
race the world has never seen” 
are only a few of the countless 
anecdotes in this nonfiction 
account. No matter what your 
relationship with running is, this 
book by Christopher McDougall 
is a page-turner and might get 
you itching to go for a run. 
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Fashion industry stepping up to fight COVID-19
By Vivien Wenneker

Features Editor 
 In times of crisis and 
emergency, the fashion industry 
might be the last place one would 
look to for assistance since 
many fashion brands struggle to 
maintain their resources and profit 
necessary to stay afloat amidst 
economic turmoil. However, in 
the case of the coronavirus crisis, 
the fashion community as a whole 
has proved that just isn’t the case.
 From major fashion houses 
using their production facilities to 
manufacture face masks, hospital 
gowns and hand sanitizer, to 
smaller labels donating their 
profits, the fashion industry has 
mobilized quickly to help combat 
the spread of the coronavirus.
 Even companies that are 
unable to manufacture medical 
supplies are finding generous 
ways to contribute. For instance, 
Mayhoola, the parent company 
behind Valentino and Balmain, has 
donated €2 million to help in the 

fight against COVID-19 in Italy. 
 British fashion house 
Burberry has pledged to help fight 
the global pandemic in several 
different ways. First, the company 
converted its factory in Yorkshire 
into a manufacturing plant for 
hospital gowns and face masks 
for the United Kingdom National 
Health Service (NHS). Burberry 
has also made a range of various 
donations, including to vaccine 
research at Oxford University.
 The Ralph Lauren Corporate 
Foundation has made one of the 
largest donations ($10 million) to 
help fight the coronavirus crisis.
 The contribution will go 
towards many causes, including 
the World Health Organization 
COVID-19 Solidarity Response 
Fund and A Common Thread, 
a fundraising initiative aiming 
to support American fashion 
designers suffering financially 
from the COVID-19 fallout. 
On top of that, Ralph Lauren 
is manufacturing 25,000 
gowns and 250,000 masks.

 In addition to high-profile 
fashion designers, crafting 
communities are also pitching in 
to help combat the shortage of 
essential supplies. Joann’s Fabric 
and Craft Stores, the largest retailer 
of fabric in the world, has helped 
by giving away free at-home 
mask-making kits for people to 
complete and donate to hospitals.
 Many crafters who already 
have material and sewing 
supplies at home have taken 
advantage of an online tutorial of 
how to make fabric face masks, 
produced by Joann’s Fabric. 
With the help and mobilization 
of countless volunteers, Joann’s 
has already met their goal of 
making 100 million masks.
 The aid and support from the 
fashion community as well as 
from fabric stores like Joann’s is 
already starting to have an impact 
and has helped to lighten the 
blow that COVID-19 has placed 
on hospitals and healthcare 
workers across the United 
States and around the world.

www.vogue.in
Popular fashion companies like Ralph Lauren (above) and Burberry 
(below) are helping fight the COVID-19 pandemic in a variety of ways.

bellevuecollection.com

By Laney Lawrence

Assistant Editor 
 Known for its exquisite 
food, practice of martial arts 
and assortment of religious 

temples, Thailand is a country 
full of new cultural, religious and 
other educational experiences. 
In the summer of 2021, 
teachers Sommer Newkirk and 
Kelly Drief are planning an 

educational trip to Thailand.
 This service trip through EF 
(Education First) will “be visiting 
several locations in Thailand 
to learn about the culture and 
customs.” The trip will be 
approximately 11 days and will 
visit locations such as Bangkok, 
Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai. 
Students will arrive in Bangkok 
and then will move on to different 
locations throughout Thailand.
 Newkirk and Drief decided to 
take students to Thailand because 
they “wanted to travel together to 
a place that is new to both of us 
and to incorporate service too.” 
 Newkirk explained that 
while on this trip, students and 
chaperones will “visit an elephant 
sanctuary and learn more about 

sustainable use of resources.”
 For example, students will 
visit a paper production plant 
where elephant dung is used to 
create paper. Rather than cutting 
down the natural habitat of 
many animals including those of 
elephants, students will learn how 
to sustainably use resources in 
order to better the environment. 
 “We will also engage in 
other service trips that could 
include working with school 
age children,” said Newkirk. 
However, they will not know the 
exact work that needs to be done 
until the trip gets closer to its 
planned date because Education 
First wants to ensure the impact of 
the students’ service is sustainable.
 “While on this trip we also 

get a thorough experience with 
the culture of Thailand from 
food, language and religion,” 
said Newkirk. In addition to the 
educational aspect of the trip, it 
is also a chance for students to 
experience life in another country 
and to immerse themselves 
in the different customs 
and practices of Thailand. 
 Newkirk also said that they 
will visit a Buddhist monastery 
and get to talk to monks about the 
religion and practices of people 
in Thailand. “I’m excited to see 
this region and to fully immerse 
ourselves in the culture,” 
Newkirk said in anticipation 
of the amazing cultural and 
educational opportunities of 
this upcoming trip to Thailand.

Newkirk, Drief to lead EF trip to Thailand in summer 2021

inspitrip.com
Social science teacher Sommer Newkirk and Spanish teacher Kelly 
Drief will lead a trip to Thailand in the summer of 2021.

By Rebecca Bauman

Editor-in-Chief
 Many high schools and other 
organizations nationwide are 
still celebrating the Class of 
2020 despite the cancellation of 
traditional graduation events.
 Locally, in Pleasanton, virtual 
ceremonies for Foothill, Amador 
Valley and Village High Schools 
will be followed by a fireworks 
show at the Alameda County 
Fairgrounds at 9 p.m. on May 29.
 Shippensburg Area Senior 
High School in Pennsylvania 
organized an “adopt-a-senior” 
program that sets up seniors with 
a sponsor from the community. 
Sponsors can send congratulatory 
notes and gifts to the student.
 Hanover Area High School 
in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, 
hosted their ceremony at a 
drive-in theater. Pre-recorded 
speeches and photo slideshows 
were projected onto the screen 
as 141 graduates and their 
families watched from their 

cars. Afterwards, attendees were 
allowed to stay for a free movie. 
 Many schools hosted or will 
host parades for the graduating 
class. In Ohio, seniors sat in Elyria 
High School’s parking lot as their 
family, friends and community 
drove by. Similarly, Minnesota’s 
Lakeville Area School District 
will hold a 10-mile long parade 
on June 6 that will include fire 
trucks, police cars and vehicles 
driven by school district staff.
 On May 30, Speedway 
High School’s seniors will 
graduate at the Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway. After driving 
around the track with their 
families, seniors will receive their 
diplomas at the famous “Yard of 
Bricks” finish line. Texas Motor 
Speedway in Fort Worth hosted 
31 socially-distanced graduation 
ceremonies at the finish line.
 Dohn Community High 
School in Cincinnati is having 
a more toned-down celebration 
with hand-delivered diplomas. 
Director Ramone Davenport is 

visiting each senior’s home, and 
“spending seven or eight minutes 
talking directly to that kid about 
their accomplishments.” Because 
98% of Dohn students live at or 
below the poverty line, Davenport 
said that “these kids deserve to 
be recognized. This is one step 
further for them and once they 
can feel that accomplishment, 
it's going to drive that kid 
to go on to the next level."
 Restaurants have also helped 
celebrate the graduating class. In 
mid-May, Pizza Hut gave away 
coupons for 500,000 free pizzas 
to high school graduates. "Pizza 
Hut takes pride in being a part of 
our customers' big days. So, it's 
only natural that we'd be there for 
students and their families to help 
celebrate the accomplishments 
of the graduating class of 2020," 
Pizza Hut Chief Marketing 
Officer George Felix said.
 On May 22, a Chick-fil-A 
in San Antonio, Texas, held a 
small ceremony in their parking 
lot. After walking down a red 

carpet, receiving a gift basket and 
taking a photo with the chain’s 
mascot, graduates listened 
to speeches from teachers 
and Chick-fil-A employees.
 On May 19, Krispy Kreme 
gave a free dozen donuts to 
students who came in wearing 
their cap and gown. "We wish 
(seniors) had that moment of 
walking across the stage and 
getting their diploma," Dave 

Skena, Krispy Kreme's chief 
marketing officer, said. "We can't 
replace that … but we thought 
we could help them safely 
have a little fun and enjoy a 
special 'Graduate Dozen' on us."
 Whether schools are setting 
up fireworks shows, holding 
parades or delaying celebrations 
until August, the Class of 2020 
will celebrate their achievements 
despite the difficulties of this time.

Class of 2020 seniors celebrating their graduation in creative, unique ways

star-telegram.com
The Class of 2020 is being celebrated in creative ways. Texas Motor 
Speedway in Fort Worth has held many socially-distanced ceremonies, 
including the one above for seniors at Byron Nelson High School.
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Sarah Adams
Jordan Bets
Alise Bradford
Max Bruce
Eddwin Cardenas
Katrina Cayabyab
Dylan Chao
Maliah Chapman
Taeo Clark
Kobe Cortez
Andrew Costello
Katie Darling
Cassidy Dodds
Elisabeth Dombrow
Jordan Dueñas
Nicolette Dunbar
Josh Fiedor
Matt Fiedor
Megan Fraser
JohnCarlo Fuentes-
Valencia
Yuni Garcia
Jazmin Garza
Megan Geiger
Ofer Gluzman
Maximiliano Gómez

Las Positas College
Cassandre Hamel
Caleb Harwood
Gabriel Herrera
Lindsey Homen
Jamie Hutson
John Jahanpour
Shawn Jahanpour
Cynthia Jaramillo
Nathen Jensen
Jose Juarez Lopez
Esandi Kurulugama
Aidan Lenihan
Kayla Lewis
Jasmine Lisondra
Blanca Lopez
Marisa Marquez
Rylan Matheson
Grace Mathia
Marisa Mayfield
David Meyer
Caitlin Miller
Isabella Miller
Carson Mohler
Francois Moufarrej
Jackson Newkirk
Caleb Newton

Sandra Ossman
Jacqueline Parker
Adam Patterson
Brooklyn Pehargou
Kylie Peters
Alexis Ramirez
Alondra Ramirez
Angelica Rodriguez
Natalie Rose
Payton Rose
Stephanie Salazar
Caitlin Sobrepena
Hudson Steele
Devin Stone
Alyssa Swinkels
Vanessa Torres
May Tulagan
Sebastian Vasquez
Max Weasner
Claire Wiedenfeld
Brent Young
Luke Zelichenok
Noah Zika

University of California
Berkeley 
Jackie Fenner
Jasmine Tai
Vivien Wenneker
James Wu

Davis 
Sanjana Bhanvadia
Shahmir Lodhi
Miranda Lowe-Webb
Anna Maggi
Faiz Mohammed
Mathew Nguyen
Vasvi Patel
Sabrina Pertica

Irvine 
Jeffrey Fairbanks

Los Angeles 
Ryan Barney
Cameron Gray
JJ Knight
Maddie Turk

Merced 
Paimon Goulart
Ollie Sears

Riverside
Natasha Rodkin

Santa Barbara
Parker Graham
Tiffany Rucker

Santa Cruz 
Elijah Ball
Aiden Dempsey
Laurie Liu
Ryann Lubeck
Sofia Murillo
Abby Rothe
Hersh Rudrawal
Alexa Schasker
Hongxin Shi
Nathan Woolsey

San Diego 
Rebecca Bauman
Kassadi Holloway
Kalista Kashiwamura
Mandy Xu

California State Universities
Cal Maritime
Max Jones

Cal Poly Pomona
Thomas Kello
Matthew Padilla
Shaylin Vadney

Cal Poly SLO
Anthony Guerra
Connor Hardesty
Luke Moylan
Amanda Price
Hardit Singh
Drake Small
Katherine Terry
Douglas Wynne
Joshua Yepiz

Chico
Carolina Adams
Lauren Breazeale
Yarin Dan
Paige Dawson
Joey Gomez
Tristen Goots
Arthur Jake Jones
Jadence Reeser

Amanda Shingler
Cameron Stephenson
Kylie Tran
Nikita Zuanich

East Bay
Chenoa Bodero
Cesar Hidalgo
Kayla Remund

Fresno
Lorena Fernandez
Jonathan Geyer

Humboldt
Sydney Isaac
Brody Resler-Miller

Long Beach
Adriana Chavez
Amber Feduniw
Kayla Galo
Edgar Garcia
Blaze Hill
Delaney Richards

Monterey Bay
Grant Thrailkill

Sacramento
Aidan Brown
Angel Elias
Ethan James
Melvin Lopez
Claire March

San Diego
Zachery Armstrong
Ryan Bartl
Calvin Fletcher
Seth Lundin
Edward Vilchis
Jack Volponi

San Francisco
Vijay Memula

San Jose
Blanca Lombera
Sabrina Nabizada
Chaitanya Ramareddi
Katie Wilson

Sonoma
Alyson Machi

California Private
Azusa Pacific 
University
Melinda Davis
Emma Searcy
Shelby Straume
Jesse Watson

Chapman University
Jennifer Brown

Fashion Institute 
of Design and 
Merchandising
Kaisen Spears

Loyola Marymount 
University
Kayleigh Beck
Meghan Kennedy

Menlo College
Jason DeSantis

University of the 
Pacific
Genella Alviad
Grace Mori

Pepperdine University
Paula Leigh

Point Loma Nazarene 
University
Caleb Ussery

Saint Mary’s College 
of California
Carmen Cortez
Amanda Hofmann
Gavin Napier
Maya Pareja

University of San 
Diego
Giorgia Bates

University of San 
Francisco
Lourdes Cacacho
Jaclyn Krewinkel
Katrina Soria

Santa Clara 
University
Hannah Kurian

University of 
Southern California
Rylee Mora
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Out of State
Arizona
University of Arizona
Katherine Frost
Haley Portier
Peyton Pozzi
Erin Vigil
Arizona State 
University
Ashlee Bleier
Ally Christensen
Jack Hansen
Elyse Roter
Destiney Simmons
Cameron Winter
Grand Canyon 
University
Taylynn Low
Gianna Sansoni
Kyle Stow
Becca Therrien
Northern Arizona 
University
Robert Mullineaux

Colorado
University of 
Colorado Boulder
Nicole Geary
Matthew Hagan
Ryan Van Bladel
Colorado State 
University
Taylor Bond
Elayna Cisneros
Alysa Silberman

Connecticut
Yale University
Theo Dean

Florida 
Valencia College
Madison Davis

Hawaii
University of Hawaii
Nicole Benjamin

Idaho
Boise State University
Baileigh Anderson
Alexis DeLong
Dalton Johnston
Katie Keenan
Jacob Lord
Colby Martin
Ethan Scarbrough
Jaclyn Tolido
Quinn Tudor
Megan Wharton
University of 
Southern Idaho
Jeffrey Patterson

Indiana
Indiana University
Henry Kath
Zachary Miller
Purdue University
Elliot Peterson
Ronni Sharpe

Kentucky
University of 
Kentucky
Berlin Faiaipau

Maryland
Johns Hopkins 
University
Jason He

Massachusetts
Northeastern 
University
Kylie L’Eplattenier
Sejal Sahu

Missouri
Washington 
University 
in St. Louis
Jake Oscherwitz

Montana 
Montana State 
University
Jordan Briggs

Nevada 
University of Nevada, 
Reno
Connor Campbell
Summer Churby
Ethan Erickson
Matthew Gomes
Riley Hargraves
Catherine Linney
Nicholas Lydon
Laura Marshall
Kyle Moore
Samantha Prestegard
Tait Thorvund
Jacob Walker
Ryan Wenzel

New Jersey
Seton Hall University
Katie Muzzall

New York
Hofstra University
Daria Kim
Manhattan College
Madeline Addington
Rochester Institute of 
Technology
Grant Berrish-Hoffmann

North Carolina
Duke University
Emily Rakestraw

North Dakota
University of North 
Dakota
Nicholas Kuchac

Oklahoma
Oral Roberts 
University
Chandler Duarte
Josiah Knight

Oregon
George Fox 
University
Grant Borjon
Mason Eastman

University of Oregon
Sydney Keshmiry
Oregon State 
University
Ryan Anderson
Julia Larson
Tyler Morano
Miles Rasmussen
Reed College
Thomas Cowles

South Carolina
Clemson University
Jade Overton

Tennessee 
University of 
Tennessee
Parker Anderson
Alexandra Swanson

Texas 
Baylor University 
Gabrielle Mullenax
Texas Christian 
University
Mateo Wilde
Weatherford 
Community College
Kayla Hebebrand

Utah
Brigham Young 
University
Seth Jeppson

Washington 
Northwest University
Enzo DeSantis
University of 
Washington
Emma Duckworth
Washington State 
University
Joey Katen
Aiden Lewis
Taylor Sanchez
Caitlin Wiesner

California Community Colleges
Chabot College
Quinn Ayres
Natalie Hill
Robert Porter

Cuesta College
Maddie Allum
Ally Cooper
April Phillips

Diablo Valley College
Zoey Dunbar

Merritt College
Karley Giordano

Ohlone College
Noah Gibson
Ryan Juric

Military
Air Force
Rodrigo De Leon

Air Force Reserves
Jordan Bets

Army
Alex London
Eric Martinez

Army ROTC
Claire March

Naval Academy
Nick Gregory

Out of 
Country
Canada 
University of Victoria
Alexandra Blais
Keegan Waklee

China
Tsinghua University
Andy Shu

Career, 
gap year 
and travel
Adult Transition 
Program
Angelina Hermann

Build my photo 
and video start-up, 
SJRMAC Media, into 
a business
Samuel Ridosko

Gap Year
Jaylin Juane
Patrick Kerr
Lynnsey Soleta

Moving to LA to 
pursue music
Cameron Kapoor
Blake Stokes

Paciorek Post Grad 
Baseball School
Austin Overton

Trade School
Bryce Beesley

Traveling back to 
Philippines
Andrew Hipolito

Traveling & Head 
Coach for Lady Blue 
Devils Hockey
Ani Quindipan

San Joaquin Delta 
College
Gabriella Andrade

Santa Barbara City 
College
Hannah MacDonald
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Jost will be missed
By Laney Lawrence

Assistant Editor
 For over 25 years, Lisa 
Jost has helped shape and 
influence the minds of students. 
She has been teaching at 
Granada for 20 years, and for 
15 of them she has been the 
advisor of The Pomegranate. 
 Before coming to Granada, 
she spent six years at Christensen 
Middle School teaching core and 
taught tennis lessons before that.
Jost has had the privilege of 
teaching a variety of classes 
here at Granada, including 
sophomore English, short 
story, journalism, AP Lit and 
Shakespeare. Jost shared that 
she loves teaching each class 
and grade level, and said, “I’ve 
often gone home thinking I’m so 
lucky to have a job where I can 
teach and still have fun while at 
work.” She also has gotten close 
with many of her fellow teachers 
including Sherry McGowan and 
Puja Arora, and Jost said she 
will miss having lunch with 
“the gang in the 100 Hall.”
 Before teaching, Jost earned 
her original degree in journalism, 
which is why she became the 
advisor for The Pomegranate. 
“There is something about 
journalism that gets into your 
blood, and I’ve seen it happen to 
quite a few of my students over 
the years who’ve gone on to write 
for their college papers and then 
professionally,” explained Jost 
about her passion for journalism. 
Jost also said that she has loved 
every minute of the 15 years she 
has been the journalism advisor.
 “I never know whether to 
feel good about it or not since 
print journalism is slowly 
dying, but then I remind myself 
that learning how to conduct 
interviews, how to edit and 
layout copy and how to 
write well will always be 
marketable skills,” said Jost.
 With her students, Jost 
has shared some of her most 
memorable moments at Granada. 
“There have been several 
times where my students have 
gone above and beyond while 
performing an original dramatic 
scene or even while reciting a 

English and journalism teacher Lisa Jost’s passion for teaching and 
warm personality has greatly influenced her students.

By Ryan Bartl
Staff Writer

 Long-time VPA teacher 
Keith Pickering-Walters, or as 
we know him, PW, is retiring. 
He will first spend a year as the 
vice president of the teachers’ 
union, and then move to Hawaii.
 After growing up in the 
Santa Cruz mountains, he 
attended Cabrillo Junior College 
and Sonoma State University.
 Before coming to Granada 
in 2008, PW taught at Marylin 
Avenue Elementary School and 
Livermore High, and has taught 
a variety of subjects including 
black and white photography, 
film and media, ceramics, 
video productions, animation, 
digital photography and studio 
broadcast productions. His 
favorite part about teaching 
is “that every day is different 
(and) every class is different.”
 Nearly every person who 
steps into a class taught by 
PW can say that they had a 
great time. His excitement is 
infectious, and you can’t help 
but enjoy yourself. “My favorite 
part of PW’s class is the energy 
he brought to the class,” said 
senior Vijay Memula, who 
has been in many of PW’s 
classes. “Whether … the class 

VPA teacher to move to Hawaii

Keith Pickering-Walters has made an incredible impact on the 
Granada community for the past 12 years.

Zymajtis retires after 20 years
By Rebecca Bauman

Editor-in-Chief
 English teacher Joan 
Zymajtis has been teaching 
since 1973, and at Granada 
for the past 20 years. 
 She grew up in Connecticut 
before attending London 
University. At the National 
Endowment for the Humanities 
in American Theater, she 
continued her advanced studies 
of literature and history.
 Her love of great stories, 
reflection of life, in-depth 
thinking and writing propelled 
her to choose a career in teaching 
English. At Granada, she has 
taught all levels of English, 
as well as the drama classes. 
 Lauren Haberman, who 
was one of her drama students 

and is now an English teacher, 
said, “As a student, I thoroughly 
enjoyed drama classes with 
Ms. Zymajtis. She always 
made her classes feel safe. 
She was the kind of teacher 
who you always knew really 
cared about you. Her classes 
became like little families.”
 Zymajtis’ favorite aspect 
of teaching is being part of 
human development. She said, 
“I’ve treasured the wonderful 
relationships I’ve had with 
so many young scholars who 
continue to be my friends 
and inspiration today.” 
 Fellow English teacher 
Jeremy Mattern noticed her 
dedication to her students. “I 
admire both her ability to see 
the good in tough situations 
and her desire to understand her 

Although Joan Zymajtis is leaving Granada, she will continue to 
pursue her love of teaching and literature throughout retirement.

was early in the morning or 
in the afternoon, he always 
was excited to see you and 
ready to help you in any way.”
 Another thing that PW is 
good at is pushing students to 
do better than they thought they 
could. “PW taught me to be a 
better leader and a team player. 
That was something that I 
wasn’t comfortable doing before 
his classes,” Memula said.
 PW is also an excellent role 
model. He always carries himself 
with class and treated everyone 
equally. If you were struggling 

with a lesson, he would stop 
what he was doing to make sure 
that you got the help you needed.
 Maybe more than anything, 
PW has been a comforting 
constant for Granada. Every 
day, we heard his voice come 
out over the loudspeaker and 
tell us what was going on. We 
saw the Video El Aviso that he 
helped produce every Thursday.
 He has made a lasting mark on 
the Granada community and all 
who took his classes. Thank you 
for everything PW, and good luck 
in the next chapter of your life!

students. Known for referring 
to her students as pupils and 
young scholars, the language 
she uses empowers,” he said.
 After retiring, Zymajtis 
plans to split her time between 
California, the northeast, the UK 
and Spain, where she’ll spend 
time writing, teaching college 
students and doing charity 
work in Communications. 
 She’ll also pursue her 
many hobbies, which include 
singing, performance, outdoor 
sports, traveling, painting, 
writing and cultivating 
friendships. In November, she 
“will journey to England to 
be the keynote speaker for the 
English Speaking Union … for 
American literature,” she said.
 Yearbook and English 
teacher Aaron Marine said, “Ms. 
Zymajtis was an integral piece 
of the English department for 
many, many years. She always 
showed up to work with a smile 
... I only hope that I can inspire 
the next generation of teachers 
the way she has inspired 
students throughout her career.”
 “Mrs. Zymajtis has been 
a wonderful friend and 
colleague,” said Mattern. “Being 
next door neighbors in the 500 
building has been a blessing ... 
(and) I will greatly miss her.” 
 Haberman said, “It has been 
a joy to work alongside her for 
almost a decade now and to 
teach in the theatre where she 
taught me so much. I am truly 
going to miss Ms. Zymajtis.”

poem and the rest of the class 
has spontaneously cheered 
their performance,” said Jost.
 Seniors Kayleigh Beck, 
Amanda Hofmann and 
Cassandre Hamel said that 
they will miss Jost because of 
her amazing class atmosphere. 
“We are all going to miss 
her because she just radiates 
warmth and kindness wherever 
she goes. She’s incredibly 
understanding and is passionate 
about her teaching,” said Beck. 
 Hofmann added, “She 
always makes coming to class 
fun and upbeat. She has a very 
good sense of humor, and she 
always makes her classroom a 
positive learning environment. 
Ms. Jost also loves her students 
and cares about their well-being 
so much. I also admire how she 
always teaches with passion.”
 Hamel said, “I ... loved how 
she handled her class, letting us 
laugh and joke around while still 
staying on topic and teaching us.” 
 “She is so open and always 
willing to help. I always felt 
safe and relaxed when I was 
in her class even if I was 
stressing out because of other 
schoolwork or things going on 
outside of school,” said Beck. 
 Although Jost will miss her 
colleagues and students, she 
cannot wait to spend more time 
with her four grandchildren. She 
also has plans to play a lot of 
tennis, and hopes to volunteer 
for the Livermore Shakespeare 
Company’s second grade 
program and maybe for one 
of our local representatives.
 Wherever her future plans 
take her, Jost will be greatly 
missed by Granada students 
and faculty. “I’m going to miss 
her because she is the best 
teacher I’ve ever had and an 
amazing person!” said Hamel. 
“Jost leaving is like a friend 
leaving. I will miss her because 
her inclusive, caring and joyful 
spirit made class seem more 
like a group of friends and less 
like a teacher and students,” 
senior Josiah Knight said. 
 Jost’s nurturing and 
warmhearted personality, as well 
as her passion for journalism, 
will be greatly missed.
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Pet of the Month
By Sierra Saucier
Features Editor

Lexi Sosine’s Chocolate Lab Rue loves to cuddle, 
play with other dogs and splash around in the pool.

Usage of Zoom messaging platform 
increases during COVID-19 outbreak

By Vivien Wenneker
Features Editor

 Before coronavirus, Zoom 
was just an obscure online 
communicat ion 
platform which 
was nowhere near 
as popular and 
as highly used 
as it has grown 
to be today. This 
is mostly due 
to the necessity 
to have one 
standard online 
communicat ion 
platform that 
is accessible 
to everyone. 
 Other video 
m e s s a g i n g 
p l a t f o r m s 
popular among students and 
businesspeople such as Cisco 
Webex, Teamviewer and 
GoToMeeting have all been around 
since the late 90s and early 2000s. 
However, Zoom is relatively new, 
having been created in 2011. 
 Although it is a more 
contemporary communication 
platform, Zoom has been 
forced to make some drastic 
adjustments in order to meet the 
high demand and pressure, given 
the current state of the pandemic.
 The number of potential 

privacy and security issues that 
Zoom is currently facing has 
attracted attention and criticism 
from both researchers and 
journalists, as the platform’s 

usage continues to grow and 
expand. The biggest security 
issue Zoom is dealing with is 
the surge of uninvited attendees 
disrupting video meetings.
 Zoom is not alone in 
dealing with security risks; 
other video calling platforms 
such as Houseparty have also 
come under scrutiny recently 
for allegedly enabling Netflix 
account hacks as a result of 
their loose security protocols. 
The company responded to 
the accusations by offering a 
$1 million reward for proof of 

security sabotage, saying that the 
problem was likely tied to reusing 
login credentials and passwords.
 Like Houseparty, Zoom does 
not seem too keen on addressing 

its own security 
risks immediately. 
In early April, 
Zoom CEO Eric 
Yuan responded to 
concerns, saying 
Zoom will freeze 
important updates 
to address security 
issues, aiming to 
address them in 
the next 90 days.
 All online 
calling platforms 
are under the 
gun to keep up 
with the pressure 

and demand of a rapidly 
changing and unstable time, 
while simultaneously being 
called to take accountability 
for mismanagement of safety 
protocols and priorities.
 Zoom has met with many 
challenges that would have been 
unforeseeable at the beginning of 
2020. However, as it is now one of 
the most widely used platforms, 
second to Skype, for online video 
chats, it has the burden of taking 
on extra responsibility and the 
challenge of setting an example 
for communication platforms.

What are your favorite and least 
favorite aspects of your pet?
“Favorite is that she loves to 
cuddle and least favorite is that 
she knows how to open doors.”

How did you choose your pet?
“We came across a breeder 
with really sweet dogs and 
we decided we wanted a 
little chocolate lab as a pet.”

Does your pet have a nickname?
“She has many nicknames, but 
we mostly call her Rue Bear, 
Kangaroo and Pancakes.”

What is your best 
memory of your pet?
“My best memory was when 
we took her to the beach 
where there were a bunch of 
other dogs and she got to run 
around and play with them.”

Is there anything else you would 
like to tell us about your pet?
“My brother and I came up with 
a game which she loves to play 
where we run around and she 
chases us and we have to jump 
into the pool before she gets close 
to us. It’s called The Rue Game.”

nytimes.com

Congratulations Class of 2020,
ALOHA wishes you all the best!

~Thank you to all students past & present for your business~
If you want to pass, come to class!  

Enroll on-line or give the office a call
 (925) 373-7483

Classroom Drivers Ed. runs monthly 
On-Line Drivers Ed available 24/7
Check out our website for more info: 

www.AlohaDrivingSchool.com



the severity of the situation until 
Monday, March 16, when all 
paper products and canned foods 
disappeared with a never-ending 
line of people wrapped to the 
back of the store. I watched as 
masks became more and more 
common and then as workers 
were separated from customers 
by plexiglass dividers. Rules have 
become tighter to not only ensure 
safety of our customers, but our 
own safety too. As of now, I am 
adjusting to these changes but I 
also long for the day I can come 
to work as it once was before.
  School has also been a 
separate challenge as keeping 
up with work has never been so 
difficult. I, as everyone else, no 
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By Ashton Carter
Staff Writer

 Being deemed an essential 
worker while tending to the 
obligation of schoolwork has 
posed quite a challenge during 
shelter in place. In May of 2019, I 
started my first job as a bagger at 
a local grocery store not knowing 
the immense responsibility that 
would be brought upon me a year 
later. Not only have my hours 
doubled from what they were 
previously, I am now trying even 
harder to engage with my courses.
  Seeing how my position has 
changed in the course of two 
months has been too much to 
process. I had not fully grasped 

longer have a classroom setting 
and an in-person teacher to help 
keep me accountable. With some 
IB courses and algebra, I find it 
hard to learn from my home. 
I have been fortunate that my 
instructors have been nothing but 
willing to support my peers and 
me, and I feel grateful to be able 
to end the school year with them. 
  With that said, Zoom lectures 
with powerpoint presentations 
and discussions have been 
wonderful, but that is sadly not 
the case for everyone. I either 
struggle to find the motivation 
to log on or am trying to switch 
shifts at work last minute to 
clear my schedule. I have also 
developed a negligent work ethic 

where I am treating due dates as 
suggestions. More assignments 
have been late than not and 
what is even sadder is the fact 
that I lack the drive to improve.
  I can say that I am persevering 
despite my negative attitude 
towards the school and have 
created a stronger balance 
between my two commitments. 
With working 32-40 hours a 
week, I manage to find the time 
to study and even invest in my 
hobbies. Typically, I get home 
around six in the evening and will 
retreat to my room and do some 
schoolwork on most days, but my 
days off work are when I get the 
most done. Unlike many of my 
close friends who have created 

horrible sleep schedules, I have 
maintained one similar to the one 
I had before the school closure. 
Creating a balance has been quite 
difficult, but I am doing it decently.
  I am grateful that I am able 
to continue working and have 
work to do. I also have so many 
opportunities and an unlimited 
access to resources that I should 
be applying to my schoolwork. 
This has in no way been easy 
but each day it gets less difficult. 
I may be working harder in 
multiple aspects than I was prior 
to shelter-in-place, but I have 
created a balance that is starting 
to work for me. At the end of 
the day, I need to remind myself 
that I am lucky to be where I am.

 After spending the last 
five years teaching P.E. at 
Granada, Kimberly Richardson 
has decided to make a major 
life change and move to 
Texas with her new husband.
 Richardson said that the 
decision to leave Granada was 
difficult, but she will always 
remember her time here fondly. 
“I am certain there is no place 
quite like (Granada), and I will 
carry so many sweet memories 
and moments with me forever.”
 She said that each of her five 
years here were memorable in 
their own ways, but one memory 
that stands out occurred when one 
of her students jumped a fence and 
tore her P.E. shorts. “We turned 
her embarrassment upside down 
by making it her ‘Oh my! This 

one time, when I was a freshman 
…’ story,” said Richardson. “She 
walked away laughing that day.”
 Richardson also said that she 
cherishes the memories she has of 
all the different connections she 
made with students over the years, 
especially her TA’s with whom 
she “got to connect ... and just chat 
about life and friends and family.”
 Currently, Richardson is 
looking for a teaching job in 
Texas, but she said she may 
wind up going back to school 
instead. “I have the option to 
go back to school and expand 
my education,” she said.
 “Life is so very full right 
now, and even in the midst of 
this pandemic, I am excited 
about the opportunities 
this change holds for me.”
  

By Brianna Martinez
Staff Writer

 This pandemic has taken a toll 
on many of us, and first responders 
such as police and hospital staff 
are going through so much 
each day. The U.S. economy is 
struggling with an overwhelming 
number of problems. What many 
of us aren’t considering are the 
changes that nature has needed 
to adapt to and how COVID-19 
has affected the environment.
 For years, one of 
conservationists’ main goals 
has been to reverse the negative 
impact man has had on the Earth’s 
ozone layer. Past pollution from 
the fumes of our motor vehicles 
has caused great damage, but with 
less cars on the street worldwide, 
how has that affected our planet?
 According to Science Daily, 
two new studies have found that 
nitrogen dioxide pollution over 
northern China, Western Europe 
and the U.S. has decreased 
by as much as 60 percent 
in early 2020 as compared 
to the same time last year. 
 Such a significant drop in 
emissions is unprecedented 
since air quality monitoring 
from satellites began in the 

1990s, said Jenny Stavrakou, 
an atmospheric scientist at the 
Royal Belgian Institute for Space 
Aeronomy in Brussels. “Maybe 
this unintended experiment could 
be used to understand better the 
emission regulations,” Stavrakou 
said. “It is some positive news 
among a very tragic situation.”
 Marine life may also have 
a chance to recover. Now 
that many fishing boats aren’t 
allowed to go out and restaurants 
that rely on a large fish supply 
remain closed, the population in 
a variety of species may go up. 
 Many scientists have in the 
past called for moratoriums on 
certain species of fish to allow 
their numbers to recover. Daniel 
Pauly, an influential marine 
biologist and a professor at the 
University of British Columbia, 
told Smithsonianmag.com that 
he had previously advocated for 
a slowdown on fishing outside 
a country’s exclusive economic 
zone to allow populations to grow 
back. He said if countries were 
forced to stop and let species 
recover it would eventually 
“lead to more cost-effective 
fishing because we won’t have 
to search all over for fish.” 
 There have been negative 

effects to the environment due to 
Covid-19 as well. We see news 
alert after news alert reminding 
us to go outside with masks and 
make sure that those who work for 
shipping companies such as UPS 
and Fedex are wearing gloves 
at all times when dropping off 
packages. While this is extremely 
important, all of those gloves 
and masks have added more to 
our contribution to toxic waste.
 Consumers are also no longer 
allowed to bring reusable bags 
into most stores, which are now 
relying on plastic bags once again. 
We are also using more single-
use plastic than ever. People are 
getting plastic bags and utensils 
from restaurant takeout instead 
of dining in and eating off of 
reusable plates with reusable 
utensils. The loads of excess 
garbage are piling up as more 
and more plastic is being used.
 How humans behave, 
pandemic or not, affects our 
planet. The current decrease 
in pollution due to less vehicle 
fumes may temporarily improve 
air quality, but the recent increase 
in plastic use could cause even 
more harm. It is important 
that we stay aware of the earth 
during this difficult time.

P.E. teacher off to Texas

Student balances school, job, life during pandemic

Virus has some benefits for nature

Fishermen protest stay at home orders that forced them to stop fishing; many believe, however, that fish 
are benefiting from this temporary ban.

heraldnet.com

Genella Alviad 
Christian Araiza 

Sanjana Bhanvadia 
Juan Antonio Hernandez 

Kassadi Holloway 
Kalista Kashiwamura 
Kylie L’Eplattenier 

Anna Maggi
Ricardo Martinez 

Bella Miller

Rylee Mora 
Jake Oscherwitz 

Vasvi Patel 
Sabrina Pertica 
Elliot Peterson 
Haley Portier 

Sejal Sahu 
Katrina Soria 
Blake Stokes 

After spending the last five years teaching P.E. at Granada, Kimberly 
Richardson is leaving California to begin a new life.

Photo by Leah Hansen

Congratulations to the following students for 
earning their IB Diplomas:

features
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Athletes’ thoughts on spring season cancellation
Responses Gathered 
by Pomegranate Staff

 We asked spring sport athletes 
three questions regarding the 
season’s cancellation: How did 

Senior Anthony Guerra, Track 
and Field: “Initially I was really 
bummed out ... I was super excited 

Senior Jason DeSantis, 
Baseball: “I felt extremely 
disappointed ... I was really 
looking forward to competing 
with the boys on varsity since this 
has been the only year that I’ve 
made varsity. I miss the times late 
in games when Graham tells me 

Senior Franco Moufarrej, 
Swimming: “I was really 
bummed and upset that I never 
got to swim my senior year 
... The stuff I’ve missed the 
most is definitely meeting new 
swimmers, racing my friends and 
being a captain my senior year ... 
(However), I’m so grateful that I 
had the opportunity to swim my 
first three years of high school 
on varsity and meet so many 
new people. Swimming is really 

Junior Nick Abrego, Boys 
Tennis: “When I initially found 
out (the season) was cancelled 
I was disappointed, but I 
understand that it was probably 
the right choice under the 
circumstances. I miss hanging 
out with some of the people on 
the team and having a good time 
with them, (but) I’m grateful that 
I can still watch tennis clips even 
though I can’t actually play.”  

Senior Josiah Knight, Diving: 
“To be honest, my sadness when I 
heard that diving season was over 
was overshadowed by the surreal 
amazement of the crazy shift that 

Junior Skylar Steele, Boys 
Lacrosse: “I felt extremely 
disappointed ... I could feel the 
passion each player had to make 
our team the best that we could 
be. I had a feeling that we were 
going to have a good year as a 
younger team with the dedication 
everyone had ... I have missed 
practicing and working as a team. 
I miss watching each player grow 

Senior Jackie Fenner, Girls 
Lacrosse: “I was really 
disappointed ... (especially) 
because I was unable to play 
my junior year due to an injury. 
I was really looking forward to 
having a senior night and playing 
with my friends. I miss the milk 
and cookie Thursdays ... I also 
miss ... the feeling of nailing the 
ball into the back of the net. I’m 
still grateful that I had a senior 
night for soccer, so I didn’t 
miss out on that celebration. 

Senior Steven Lee, Boys 
Volleyball: “I was not surprised 
... I had always thought that I 
would have a better ending to 
my high school sports career, 
but ... I couldn’t have asked for 
a better experience. As upsetting 
as it was to see our season 
ended so prematurely, I believe 
that I finished my high school 
career with everything I ever 
wanted to accomplish. What I 
miss most ... is obviously my 
coaches and teammates, but also 
the environment. High school 
sports have a different vibe than 
any other organized club sport. 
(Representing) your school is 

Senior Emma Duckworth, 
Softball: “Initially, I was 
heartbroken ... I was super upset I 
couldn’t finish out the season and 
that I will never get to play with 
my best friends again. I miss my 
teammates and the coaches the 
most. Playing on varsity for the 
past four years, I have made really 
meaningful connections with 
my teammates and coaches, and 
I miss (seeing) them every day 

you feel initially when you found 
out your season was cancelled? 
What have you missed the most 
about not participating in that 
sport? What are you still grateful 
for? Here is what they had to say.
... I miss pitching in games and 
cheering alongside my team. I’m 
grateful for all the relationships 
I’ve made over the years playing 
softball. I’ve ... also learned 
really important lessons about 
perseverance, the importance of 
hard work and how to lead a team. 
I’m especially grateful that I got 
to play some of my senior season 
and that we went 7-1 in the games 
we were able to compete (in).”

I’m coming in; there’s no better 
feeling than the adrenaline rush 
right as you step up on the mound 
to pitch. I’m grateful for being 
able to play at the next level at 
Menlo College and having an 
opportunity to pursue my dream 
and play as long as I can.”

an honor in itself, but doing it 
alongside friends was the most 
enjoyable part. I will always 
cherish the moments that (our 
team) shared ... I am grateful 
for the bonds that I have created 
with everybody in the volleyball 
program. The friendships that 
were created while playing the 
sport extended ... into everyday 
life, as the people that I met 
playing volleyball have become 
some of my best friends as well. 
From my teammates to my 
coaches, everybody contributed 
to making my volleyball 
career at Granada memorable 
and for that I am thankful.”
to make it through championship 
season and try to qualify for the 
State meet, which is extremely 

hard to do ... I definitely miss 
being with the team. It’s hard to 
do the training that we do alone. 
Whether it’s workouts, time 
trials or just normal runs, it’s 
hard to do it without a group by 
my side. Although sports have 
been cancelled, the training 
has not ... a time like this can 
separate casual track and field 
athletes from champions. I’m 
grateful that I can still get out the 
door and go for a run while still 
respecting the social distancing 
guidelines and other people.”

... I miss the feeling of knowing 
the hard work is paying off after 
having a good game. I am grateful 
for the practices and games we 
had and getting to know each 
player on the team ... I am thankful 
that next year we will be able to 
come back with the same team 
(because there were no seniors 
this year) ... and work even harder 
to have a successful season.”

I’m also grateful to have had 
the beginning of the season; I 

was still able to play a couple 
games with my teammates.”

Senior Seth Lundin, Boys 
Golf: I was bummed out. I was 
... hoping to make it to NCS or 
even further in the postseason. 
I miss the competitive atmosphere 

was occurring in my personal 
life and the lives of people all 
over the entire world due to this 
virus ... I didn’t really know what 
to feel. I really miss hanging out 

with the diving team and coaches 
every day. They are all such 
great people, and I love learning 
with all of them and watching 
the newer divers overcome 
mental blocks and grow more 
confident in diving while having 
fun! I am super grateful for the 
last meet we had, where some 
brand new divers did super great 
(shoutout to Franco, Connor, 
Avery and the scorekeepers), 
and returners did amazing as 
always (shoutout to Zoey, Roxy, 
Emily, Danny, James and Aiden).

an unbelievable sport to hang 
with friends and have fun, and 
I’m extremely grateful for that.”

... I’m going to miss the team and 
the coaches too. They all supported 
me and I know they were looking 
forward to seeing me finish the 
season in a strong fashion as well. 
I’m still grateful for all the 
skills I learned throughout the 
3.5 years I was on the team. I 
learned a lot about responsibility, 
leadership and new abilities to 
teach other members of the team 
new skills that they could use not 
only in golf, but in life as well. 
I’m still grateful ... because I 
knew many of us created great 
friendships that lasted on and 
off the golf course. I’m mostly 
grateful for the coaches because 
I knew they always had my back. 
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By Theo Dean
Perspectives Editor

 Despite injury, unsuccessful 
surgery and a late sport switch, 
senior Emily Rakestraw will 
be a diver for Duke University 
in Durham, North Carolina. 
Rakestraw, who was also 
talking with coaches from 
UCLA, Northwestern, Auburn 
and SMU, accepted an offer 
from the Blue Devils last 
October after an official visit.
 Rakestraw was a competitive 
gymnast for ten years and 
was planning on competing 
in college gymnastics. As a 
freshman, however, Rakestraw 
suffered a serious ankle injury 
and sustained repeated stress 
fractures for the next year.
 Following an unsuccessful 
surgery at the end of her 
sophomore year, Rakestraw was 
forced to give up gymnastics.
 At the encouragement of her 
teammates, who suggested she 
try diving as a way to utilize 
her gymnastics skills without 
further injuring her ankle, 
Rakestraw picked up diving at 
the beginning of her junior year 
and was “immediately hooked.”
 The transition was aided by 
similarities between gymnastics 

and diving. “Some skills that 
specifically helped me transition 
are air awareness and flexibility. 
The fact that I already knew 
how to flip and control my 
body made the transition 
much easier,” Rakestraw said. 
 In 2019, less than a year 
after she first picked up the 
sport, Rakestraw qualified for 
the CIF state meet, was ranked 
21st in the state for high school 
diving, earned EBAL All-League 
honors and was also nominated 
as Granada’s Team MVP.
 However, attending Duke 
requires academic skill as 
well. “My parents have shown 
me that school always comes 
first,” Rakestraw said. She 
also cited her brothers’ work 
ethic as inspiration for both her 
athletic and academic success.
 Rakestraw, whose favorite 
class at Granada was physiology, 
will major in biology and 
minor in chemistry with plans 
of going to medical school. 
“Duke has a unique program 
for female student-athletes 
interested in pursuing a career 
in medicine, which is exactly 
what I want to do,” she said. 
 Academic opportunities were 
a big reason why Rakestraw chose 
Duke. Nevertheless, Rakestraw 

is excited for the athletic 
experience she’ll have in college.
 Not only is she eager for 
Division I competition, but 
she is also looking forward to 
the team aspect of diving that 
college athletics will bring. 
“The swim and dive team is one 
big family with a single goal: 
to be the best,” Rakestraw said. 
 Before heading off to Duke, 
Rakestraw was looking forward 
to her senior diving season. 
“As a new diver, I do not have 
much competition experience, 
and I was hoping the 2020 high 
school and club seasons would 
offer me the chance to practice 
and improve,” Rakestraw said. 
 The coronavirus pandemic 
threw a wrench into those 
plans, but Rakestraw remains 
“extremely grateful that diving 
(has given her) the chance to 
form relationships with numerous 
coaches and divers as well as the 
opportunity to dive at Duke.”
 Rakestraw’s unique story 
shows that athletes can achieve 
great heights even in the face 
of great adversity. Regardless 
of how the pandemic affects 
Rakestraw’s career at Duke, 
the Blue Devils will be lucky 
to have a stellar athlete and 
resilient person on their team. 

By Laney Lawrence
Assistant Editor

 Trust is the most important 
aspect for anyone performing 
on the stunt team. Coach Taylor 
Edward said that “flyers have 
to have trust in their bases that 
they will do their job and fight 
for them to stay in the air. If 
something goes wrong, they 
have to trust the fact they will 
catch them. Bases need to trust 
their flyer to stay tight and do 
her job. They need to trust their 
flyer won’t panic and take them 
out if something goes wrong.” 
 Co-captains and juniors 
Louise Maloney and Andrea 
Munoz agree that one of 
the most important aspects 
besides trust is being willing 
and prepared to participate.
 They say that during practice 
and games, one always have to 
give one-hundred percent effort, 
and it is essential that everyone 
on the team shows the same 
level of effort and determination. 
 Edward said that this year 
the season started off very 
competitively, as most teams 
have been participating in 
competitions for at least a couple 
of years, and have now become 
more comfortable with this aspect 
of the sport. Maloney and Munoz 
said that some of their toughest 
opponents for this season 
included Amador Valley High 
School, Livermore High School, 
and California High School.
 Stunt competitions consist 

of four quarters, including 
partner stunts, pyramids, jumps 
and tumbling. In each category, 
there are six different levels. 
“All of the schools learn the 
same routines, and will perform 
whichever routine gets called 
side by side in hopes to earn 
the point,” explained Edward.
 Before games, players 
study routine videos and work 
on conditioning, among other 
activities to prepare at practice. 
Additionally, the athletes 
work on correcting errors that 
occurred in previous matches 
in preparation for improvement 
at their upcoming competitions.
 Edward said that “we have 
a lot of strong competitors, 
especially the girls who have 
been on the team all three 

seasons.” She continued by 
saying that Munoz stands out 
this season as she flies in all but 
one routine. “(Freshman) Sydney 
Nichols is also a stand-out athlete. 
She is a beast of a base and a 
great tumbler,” said Edward. 
 Maloney said that freshman 
Elle Bowman and senior Tiffany 
Rucker are also some of the 
team's strongest members. “Elle 
Bowman, even though she was 
out some of the season from her 
concussion, motivated everyone 
to keep going and cheered for them 
on the sidelines.” She continued 
by saying that “Tiffany Rucker 
is a very hardworking teammate 
because she tries her best in every 
stunt (to) not (let) them fall.” 
 Munoz said that juniors Taylor 
Melton and Tizuc Vera are some 

of the greatest assets to the team. 
“Taylor Melton is just the most 
positive person you will ever meet 
and she was one of the people 
who helped me stay positive 
… through this season and past 
seasons,” said Munoz. She 
added that “(Junior) Tizuc Vera 
is probably the strongest person 
I’ve ever met. There was not a 
single injury she ever had that she 
didn’t bounce back from during 
this season within minutes.”
 Maloney said her favorite 
memory this year was “hitting 
level four pyramid during the 
game at Carondelet and getting 
the point. I loved the feeling 
of accomplishing something 
we worked so hard for.”
 Munoz said that her favorite 
memory from this year was 
hitting a level four pyramid 
at a game against Dublin HS. 
She said, “This pyramid is 
definitely a challenging one that 
we all worked very hard at and 
struggled much with, but hitting 
it at a game was the greatest 
feeling of all time and made 
those hours of practice worth it.”
 Although this stunt season 
was cut short, Coach Edward 
and the players on the team are 
looking forward to next season 
even more. Coach Edward 
would like the fans watching 
competitions to know that “the 
louder and more positive our fans 
are, the more fun it is for us!”
 So go out and watch the 
stunt team next season and 
give them your support.

Staff Box

Seniors Nikita Zuanich and Bella Palmer balance on their teammates’ 
shoulders during stunt practice.

Stunt team relies upon trust and preparation

After injury, Rakestraw finds success in diving

After a serious ankle injury in her freshman year forced senior Emily 
Rakestraw to quit gymnastics, she was able to put her skills to use in 
diving and quickly became a standout athlete in the sport.  
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